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ABSTRACT
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Scene understanding is a high-level computer vision research task that requires
multiple fundamental vision tasks on different visual elements. Image captioning
is a typical scene understanding task that understands salient visual contents in
a real-world scene of an image and then automatically describes its understand-
ings via a natural language sentence. This thesis concentrates on exploring visual
attention mechanism for the scene understanding in image captioning, aiming to
achieve a comprehensive multimodal and transparent scene understanding ability.
Specifically, four problems are studied to enhance the visual attention mechanism
to fine-grained spatial level, to a comprehensive semantic level, and to a high-level
ability of attending to visual relationships for interaction words.
Firstly, this thesis proposes a fine-grained and semantic-guided visual region at-
tention model based on a novel Fully Convolutional Network (FCN)-Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) framework. It can attend to both object and “stuff” re-
gions at a fine-grained grid-wise resolution and only focuses on the principal object
information in each grid cell. In addition, grid-wise semantic labels are introduced
to provide semantic guidance to ensure that related visual regions in different grid
cells are correlated to each other. Moreover, an additional semantic context can be
summarized from these textual semantic labels.
Secondly, this thesis proposes a novel high-resolution FCN encoder is used with
a residual attention structure to achieve a high-resolution attention supporting four
high fine-grained resolutions (i.e., 27×27, 40×40, 60×60, 80×80). A size-invariant
“attention correctness” metric is further proposed for evaluating the attention ac-
curacy under different resolutions. Based on the COCO-Stuff dataset, pixel-level
evaluations are conducted on both object and “stuff” regions to analyse the perfor-
mances of high-resolution fine-grained visual region attention.
Thirdly, this thesis concentrates on visual relationship attention exploring visual
relationships between object regions under spatial constraints based on the parallel
attention mechanism. The goal is to fully explore the relationships/interactions
between visual regions for achieving an accurate description of interaction words in
the caption. Moreover, it is trained implicitly through an unsupervised approach
without using any explicit visual relationship annotations.
Last but not the least, this thesis takes a further step to achieve an adaptive
attention module that can perform the role of both visual region attention or visual
relationship attention adaptively according to the needs of language decoder. The
dynamic linguistic context of the language decoder is fully leveraged for exploring
and attending to related visual relationships for interactive words.
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